Harry’s latest movie – Glossary
action noun [singular]
the events that form part of a play or movie
The action takes place in an expensive restaurant.
audience noun [countable]
a group of people who have come to a place to see or
hear a movie, performance, speech, etc.
The audience clapped at the end of the play.
attack noun [countable]
a violent attempt to harm a person, animal, or place
a vicious attack
(be) based on phrasal verb
to use something as a model for a movie, piece of
writing, or work of art
The movie is based on a true story.
broomstick noun [countable]
a type of broom made with sticks and twigs. Witches
are often shown riding through the air on
broomsticks in children's stories.
dark adjective [usually before noun]
morally bad, dangerous, or frightening
I always suspected there was a darker side to his
character.
excited adjective
very happy and enthusiastic because something good
is going to happen, especially when this makes you
unable to relax
I was so excited I couldn't sleep.
forces of evil noun phrase
evil influences, for example the devil

include verb
to make someone or something part of a group, set,
or collection of things
Please include a photograph of yourself with your
application.
presence noun [uncountable]
the existence of someone or something in a particular
place
Mr. Reese didn't even acknowledge my presence.
reader noun [countable]
someone who reads, especially someone who reads a
particular newspaper, book, or magazine
The books provide the reader with an introduction to
natural history.
relationship noun [countable]
the way in which two or more people or groups
behave toward and are involved with each other
the doctor-patient relationship
romance noun [uncountable]
the feelings or behavior typical of people who love
each other
She wasn't in a mood for romance.
series noun [countable usually singular]
a set of television or radio programs that are all about
a particular subject, person, or group of people
a hit television series
take place phrasal verb
to happen
The Olympics take place every four years.

hero noun [countable]
the main male character of a book, movie, or play,
who usually has good qualities. The main female
character is called the heroine.
The hero of the story was tall and strong.
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